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More about the Software

End-to-end enterprise automation

Hyland RPA - Strong alone. Unbeatable together.
We know that effective Robotic Process Automation (RPA) needs to be an all-in-one solution, integrated fully throughout your

organization. That’s why we created an ensemble of software tools: a comprehensive RPA suite with everything a modern enterprise
needs to reach the full potential of RPA technology. Hyland RPA  is a package that covers all phases of automation, from process

analysis all the way through to bot management. With a fast, smooth and streamlined process, you’ll reap the rewards of our End-to-End
RPA approach, fast.

Why Hyland RPA?

Our strengths. Your successes.

End-to-end
Throughout all phases, the focus of our enterprise
software is on an optimal compatibility, capturing all
process information, reducing bot errors and
maximizing savings.

Discover Hyland RPA

RPA you can scale
95% of businesses struggle to scale their RPA
implementation. The architecture was created to allow
RPA scalability to an industrial level. For you, this
looks like:

This is how it works

Competitive Pricing
For today’s enterprises to fully leverage the power of
RPA, it needs to be accessible. We’ve done away with
classic licensing, we offer unlimited user licenses and
and the lowest bot-price.

Dedicated support that you deserve

We understand your challenges.
Software and exceptional service should go together. Personalized support comes alongside our RPA systems – key for

sustainable success. Over the past four years as an implementation provider, we’ve seen all the limitations of hard
coding Qrsthand. We’ve been there. We know the challenges. We know the limitations – and we know how to overcome

them.

Documentation
Learn and progress with our detailed
software guides. Unleash the power of
RPA with our accessible manuals and
check out our tutorials for beginners
too.

Documentation

Customer support
We’re always here to provide guided,
friendly assistance. Use our forum for
open discussion and help requests, and
speak directly to our support team

Join the Forum

Implementation
With tandem automation, product
training, and remote support, we’re here
to help. Our partner network is here to
support you for optimal
implementation.

Get in Contact

RPA Use Cases

The most successful solutions are created
together
You’ll Qnd the potential for automation in every industry, every company and every Qeld, thanks to RPA’s ability to
automate tasks on user interfaces, without being tied to any one software. Increase eWciency by digitizing
manual processes, improve productivity, lower costs with reduced error rates, improve customer satisfaction,
and enjoy legacy system integration… experience unlimited possibilities.
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Analyze Build Run Manage

Analyze
For us, Zawless automation starts with fast,
accurate and intuitive process analysis. Use the
Hyland RPA Analyst to better understand your
organization's processes by documenting them
intuitively at click level. From there, share or export
the process logic and technical values to create
pre-deQned workZows for fast bot development.

Start Trial

Discover Hyland RPA Analyst
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Fastest time-to-value!

Lowest total cost of ownership!

Maximized savings!

..more automated tasks!

..in less time!

..with minimal bots!

More for less!

Unlimited licenses!

Personal support!

Manuals for all our software!

Tutorials for all experience
levels

!

Forum for open exchange!

Request option!

Direct contact!

Implementation support!

Integrated automation!

Product training!

Remote support!

RPA in the energy industry" #

The energy sector is changing. EWciency, pressurized
competition, growing customer demand and
digitization are driving industry leaders to work on
digital transformation and internal processes more
than ever before.

RPA in the telecoms industry$

#

RPA and COVID-19%

#

RPA in Healthcare&

#

Another Monday is now part of Hyland!

Learn more about the acquisition

We are always moving. Here's our latest news.

Whitepaper: RPA in Healthcare

This whitepaper highlights challenges the healthcare
industry is facing and how RPA can help to overcome
those. "

Hyland RPA 2020.2

The latest version is here. The Hyland RPA ANalyst is the
star of 2020.2. Great new features and many
improvements for the other tools. Read more "
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Read our industry paper here
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This website stores cookies on your computer. These cookies are used to collect information about how you interact with our website and allow us to remember you. We use this
information in order to improve and customize your browsing experience and for analytics and metrics about our visitors both on this website and other media. To find out more
about the cookies we use, see our Privacy Policy.
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